Characters in hypno teaching and neuroscience: an overview
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ABSTRACT
Moral degradation as an indicator of the weak character of students who represent the character of the nation is increasingly concerning, the study aims to identify characters through Hypno teaching and neuroscience studies. Literature research with a systematic review through previous research in the years 2010-2019. The results showed that the contribution of Hypno teaching is very important in realizing student character through the cognitive development of children's brains. Student characters are motivation, self-efficacy, empathy, and sympathy for others. The contribution of the research is great hope for the life of the nation in the future in realizing a golden generation of character.
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Introduction
Education is the foundation of the hope of a nation to exist amidst the struggles of international community life. Indicators of the success of an educational process are detected from the quality of Human Resources. Quality Human Resources are born from quality educational institutions. The quality of educational institutions will, of course, be influenced by the quality of a learning process, because the learning process in the opinion of the writer is the spirit of an educational institution. However "sanctified" a policy, when the policy is not able to be interpreted properly in the learning process, the policy will be "barren". Call it a policy about the curriculum, the fact occurs is a series of changes in the education curriculum in Indonesia, so far it has not shown significant results. Related to this problem, then in this case the teacher is the main actor in the design and quality of a quality educational institution, also several other factors. Without the active involvement of the teacher, education is empty of material, essence, and substance. As sophisticated as any curriculum, vision, and mission, and financial strength, as long as the teacher is passive and stagnant, the quality of educational institutions will decline sharply, and vice versa. Environmental factors and social competence also greatly influence student character (Cheung & Lee, 2010; Pane & Patriana, 2016).

Teachers as actors who are directly involved in the true learning process can create innovative products that emerge from creativity and high reasoning power. Creativity according to Balnadi Sutadipura as stated by Jamal Ma'mur Asmani becomes an important element for a teacher. Creativity is the ability to discover something new by using imagination, fantasy, or imagination. In the learning process, the failure of a method is when the method is a place to rest for too long so that someone can not be independent and depend on the method. If teachers and teachers understand how to communicate with students' subconscious, it will certainly help in the teaching and learning process. One of the communication methods that is used and is quite popular today is hypnosis techniques. Hypnosis is the art of communication to influence someone by changing their...
level of consciousness. Neuroscience plays an important role in students' cognitive (Carew & Magsamen, 2010). Hypnosis is not only useful for overcoming problems involving physical or psychological conditions but can also be used to optimize the learning process. Hypnosis in the learning process is known as Hypno teaching, a learning method that is done by hypnotizing students through the suggestions given by the hypnotist (Masdudi, 2018; Rusdi, 2015). So it is very important to be studied in the world of education as a gold generation character builder in learning success (Mei-Ju et al., 2014; Rokhman et al., 2014). Problems in empowering students' thinking skills through creativity, problem-solving skills, critical thinking can be studied through neuroscience with the Hypno teaching strategy. the interest of students is not just the completeness of learning outcomes, but how to build student character with good thinking skills.

Method

The library research method with a systematic review approach reveals the study of hypnotherapy and neuroscience in realizing student character through educational practice. Collecting data using the method of documentation from various journal sources that can be accounted for in the years 2010-2019. Systematic review is used based on Miles and Huberman's analysis techniques by identifying Hypno teaching and neuroscience literature data, then reducing the required data based on the research objectives, namely identifying student character through Hypno teaching and neuroscience, the final step is drawing conclusions based on the findings of literature that is critically studied (Sugiyono, 2011).

Results and Discussion

The results of the research are presented based on the identification of data related to the Hypno teaching method which must have several elements in a teacher through discussion of elements, implementation in ideal education, the impact of learning, and the Hypno teaching model (Rusdi, 2015). Furthermore, neuroscience studies as a basis for students' thinking abilities on the parts of the nervous system that contribute to it (Carew & Magsamen, 2010).

Hypno Teaching Elements

Teacher's appearance

The teacher should be well-dressed, a good appearance will give birth to high confidence and has a strong appeal for students (Zuhri Dj & Sukarnianti, 2015). Usually, other people see someone from their outward appearance because appearance is a reflection of the person's personality. Of course, as a good teacher, the teacher will feel inappropriate when teaching class using a T-shirt, flip flops, gloves, and a hat. Instead, he will teach with neat clothes, shiny shoes, and wear perfume. Of course the second appearance will make the teacher more confident and students will more trust the teacher's ability. Teacher's appearance as a figure that is admired by students through an attractive appearance.

Empathic attitude

As an educator, the teacher is not just a teacher. A teacher must have empathy and sympathy for students. Teachers who have sympathy for their students will try hard to help and are determined to advance them. When it is found that many students are troubled, like to throw tantrums at school, like to disturb friends, and various other destructive actions, teachers who empathize will not simply give the title "bad student" to the student concerned. The teacher will first investigate the reasons students do these things by exploring and gathering various available information. Empathic safe and comfortable feelings greatly affect the character of students (Asteria et al., 2017) and high curiosity. In contrast to teachers who do not have sympathy and empathy for students. This teacher is so easily provoked his emotions if there are words of students who are not pleased in his heart. The student in question will be claimed as a naughty, stupid, problematic student, and usually just throwing tantrums at school. In fact, he also thinks that students like that should be expelled from the School.

Sympathy

If the teacher has sympathy for his students, surely his students will also sympathize with him. For example, the teacher treats students well even though the student is very naughty, so automatically he will respect the teacher who also respects him. Students will try to understand and obey what the teacher says because the teacher also understands himself. Attention will also affect changes in student attitudes (Was et al., 2016).
Use of language
Language speech symbolizes the contents of the heart. In other words, what comes out of the verbal symbolsizes the state of the heart and feelings. A good teacher should have good vocabulary and language and are pleasant to the ear, able to hold back emotions, are not easily provoked by anger, do not like to insult, or corner students with various words that should not come out of their tongues. Teachers who are able to maintain their verbal well, surely students will not dare to say sentences that hurt him. Hypnoteaching is presenting subject matter using subconscious languages (Rusdi, 2015).

Implementation of Hypnoteaching in Ideal Education

Demonstrator
One element of hypnosis in the learning process is visualization or self-expression. All limbs are moved when needed. When the teacher explains, efforts are made to use gestures so that what he conveys is more impressive. But to implement this, the teacher must master the material first. Teachers who do not master the material will usually teach students in a boring way. The conscious mind and the subconscious mind are interdependent with each other (Salami, 2017). Learning will also be more effective (Anwar, 2017).

Motivate students with stories or stories
One of the successes of hypnoteaching is to use story and story techniques. When teachers see students experiencing problems, lacking motivation to learn, and various life problems, the teacher can advise and guide them through the stories of successful people who are related to student problems. And can improve reading skills (Lismalinda, 2019) and writing skills (Amaluddin, 2019).

Mastering the minds of students
If the teacher wants to master the minds of students, then the teacher must first master the hearts of students. The teacher must be able to understand how the students are doing. If the student has a problem, the teacher will try to help solve the problem. That way, the teacher will be able to master the hearts of students. Furthermore, the teacher gives encouragement and motivation to students. Little by little, our students' minds will be easily mastered, making it easier for us in the learning process. Positive student responses to the use of hypnoteaching models greatly affect learning outcomes (Puspitasari, 2018; Taufik & Suryanti, 2018).

Hypnoteaching function
The function of this hypnoteaching learning method is: Eliminating the mental blocks of students, Motivating students to be more happy to learn, To facilitate mastering the minds of students during the learning process, so that the learning process will run smoothly, Fostering confidence in the participants students. As well as developing inclusive education for teachers and education practitioners (Salami, 2017), student communication skills can also be explored through hypnoteaching (Banu & Nim, 2016). Information entering through the five senses is not directly absorbed by one's subconscious mind, but requires an analytical power of the conscious mind called the critical area. This critical area is needed in daily life as a filter of information to select things that are harmful and contradicting oneself. To overcome the critical area that is too active in a person, hypnosis is needed to deactivate the critical area, so that the information obtained by a person can be absorbed easily and stored in one's subconscious mind so that it can solve the problem in learning overcome learning disorders (Bali & Masulah, 2019).

Intention and Motivation in Yourself
In implementing this method, a teacher must instill a strong intention, because this intention will bring high motivation and strong commitment (Hanifah et al., 2019; Kusuma, 2019; Sholekhudin, 2019). Pacing is to equate position, body movement always up to date knowledge related to the theme of the discussion Leading means to lead or direct something. This process is carried out after pacing. learning, the teacher must combine pacing and leading. The combination of these two techniques will create a conducive and effective atmosphere in learning. Use positive words, The next supporting step is to use positive language or words. Language greatly influences children's attitudes (Lismalinda, 2019), student motivation (Jayawardana & Djukri, 2015; Khoiri et al., 2017). Give praise, is a reward for increasing one's self-esteem. No matter how small the form of achievement, still give praise. Including when he managed to make positive changes to himself, although it may still be below the standard of his friends, keep giving praise. With praise, someone will be motivated to do more than before. Learning messages can be conveyed through hypnoteaching.

Hypnoteaching Modeling
Modeling is the process of modeling with behavior. you can direct them as you wish, with positive sentences (Ismuzaroh, 2013), then it is also necessary to trust (trust) students in you established by your. So that you always become a trusted figure. Furthermore, a teacher must have broad insight when applying the hypnoteaching method to take the following steps: (Hakim & Hariawan, 2017).
All students are welcome to sit relaxed,
Clear your mind for a moment,
Inhale deeply through your nose, then exhale through your mouth
Do it repeatedly with regular breathing
Give suggestions on each breath so that the body feels relaxed
Do it continuously and repeatedly
Note the position of the head of all suyet.
For those who have fallen asleep, will appear downcast or neck is unable to withstand the weight of the head
Furthermore, give positive suggestions, such as focusing on the mind, sensitive to hearing, fresh brain and mind, and comfort to the whole body
If it is enough, wake up the suyet gradually by doing count 1-10, then at count 10, all the ingredients will be realized in a fit and healthy condition.

Hypnosis in learning is actually needed to stem students' critical area activities. When students' critical area activities are at a significant level, the information will be more difficult to receive and record in long-term memory (the subconscious). In this condition, students will reject information that is contrary to their wishes. For example, when students do not like one of the subject matters, of course, it will be difficult for them to accept the information conveyed by the teacher. This happens because in this condition the students' critical area activities are quite high. Thus, a teacher must be able to penetrate the CA through hypnoteaching methods. Andri Hakim revealed that to be able to penetrate CA, a teacher must understand several things in the hypnosis process including 1) Relaxation; the learning process must start with a pleasant atmosphere that can relax students, this is necessary to rest CA activities.

This relaxation can be created by paying attention to the atmosphere of the class, the teacher's appearance and opening sentences that can build student motivation; (Sri Imawati, 2018), 2) Mind Focus & Alpha State; hypnosis in learning works at the alpha wave level, which conditions students to enter a hypnotic state (hypnosis state). In this condition students are expected to more easily record information into long-term memory; 3) Subconscious communication; communication is sometimes less effective and efficient. This is due to the absence of subconscious communication that supports the occurrence of a "two-way communication heart to heart" or two-way communication from heart to heart " . (Qomario, 2018).

Thus it is needed several things to build subconscious communication including a) inform the things that will be conveyed to students; b) the teacher must pay attention to the manner of delivery and the way of saying the information; c) conducive conditions or situations. In the learning process, a teacher can make this method as an alternative to being able to create an atmosphere of effective and enjoyable learning by bringing students into a relaxed atmosphere by changing the waves of students' minds into the subconscious. Thus the learning process can take place in a conducive atmosphere and foster student creativity.

In the hypnoteaching method, the teacher acts as a hypnotist, suyet case. Suyet is the name of a hypnotized person. The teacher as a hypnotist does not need to put his students to sleep when giving suggestions in the learning process. Teachers in hypnoteaching practice simply use persuasive language as a communication tool that can suggest students effectively. The language used by the teacher must be the language understood by students because it is very unlikely that hypnosis works effectively while suyet does not understand the language used by hypnosis.

When entering a class, the teacher is advised not to immediately give an opening greeting or give a lesson when the students are not ready to learn and the class is not conducive. The teacher simply sits sweetly in the chair without having to rebuke, advise, or get angry. After that, the teacher simply stared at each student who was still rowdy by using psychological strength in him. Take a deep breath, hold for a moment in the chest, and release slowly. Then watch the students' reactions. Repeat the activity over and over until your mind, heart, and feelings are truly calm, peaceful, and comfortable. After that, the teacher will be more relaxed, relaxed, and looks more patient than before. That's when students will stop rowdy and the class becomes more conducive and controlled. Students who are already sitting quietly and are ready to accept lessons automatically will reprimand and warn their friends who are still busy, sleepy or lying down. Without having to be emotional, the teacher directs the attention and concentration of students at one focus point, namely on the language of communication should be.

The teacher includes suggestions for making agreements with students. For example, “Teacher will only deliver the subject matter if the class is quiet.” In the language of hypnosis, there is the term one wave. That is when we want a calm and controlled class before we have to calm down and control ourselves in facing anything. If we are emotional and angry when we see classroom noise, students will actually do the same
thing, which is noisy, crowded, telling stories by themselves, daydreaming, drowsiness, lying down, and joking in front of us. If class conditions and student behavior can be mastered well, then students can obey whatever the teacher's directions.

When students are ready to accept positive suggestions and are ready to accept any program that will be put by the teacher into his subconscious brain, then the time has come for the teacher to give any positive program that must be done by students in their lives. These positive impressions are expressions that all students are bright and smart children, national exams are easy to do, English lessons, Mathematics, and other subjects are not difficult subjects, or students are told to choose grades in the form they want from a number of eyes lesson.

Hypnoteaching is not enough to only be done once or twice, but it must be done repeatedly by continuously repeating suggestion sentences. In this case, the teacher's expertise in using the hypnoteaching method will depend on the extent to which the teacher uses, practices, applies, and practices this knowledge in the learning process. This learning method emphasizes more on the ability of the subconscious brain than the conscious brain of students. The purpose of this learning method is actually opening or activating the subconscious mind. This is done because the subconscious mind is where the success or failure of a person. The subconscious mind plays a role of 88%, while the conscious mind plays only 12%.

The process of hypnosis to the subconscious will be very effective if the person who makes the suggestion is someone who has influence or is respected by suyet. Usually, teachers who have influence, are respected and are respected by students not because of their excitement, but because of the attitudes, traits, abilities, and personality of the teacher itself. If students are affected by the teacher's charisma, then the teacher really becomes a figure that can be trusted and followed. All words and advice that is very suggestive will be easily accepted by the students' subconscious minds. Hypnosselling is a hypnosis technique that is done indirectly by using communication. The main focus or focus is the elegant use of communication. The purpose of this communication is to use principles in accordance with the communication of the human subconscious mind.

**Neuroselling: Brain-Friendly Sales Strategies**

Explanation of the human brain in the human brain hypnosis method (Fadilah, 2018) can be identified that our behavior is controlled by our brain. The brain is the central nervous system that controls our decisions consciously or not. So, understanding how our brains work benefits us when we want to influence others. In sales, for example, understanding how the brain works will make it easier for us to reduce the prospect's resistance to the message we convey. This model is quite old and invites pros and cons, however, this model makes it easy for us to understand how the brain works in general. According to MacLean, based on its evolution, our brain is divided into three major parts.

**Brainstem and Cerebellum**
The reptilian brain is the oldest part of the brain in the human brain. Not only humans, reptiles (snakes, crocodiles, lizards, etc.) also have this kind of brain. The basic function of the brain is for survival. So, there are only two responses from the reptilian brain: fight or flight - face or run. This brain will light up when it faces a ‘threat.’ Whether the threat is real, or just based on estimates. Whatever the threat, this brain will light up and humans (or reptiles) will change to alert mode. When in alert mode, we become more selective in receiving information. Not only selective but even resistant to information. We will respond to this information in two ways: fight or flight. Fight means that we will reject and fight all the information that comes in, we are nagging, we are looking for evidence against that information. While flight means we run away, ignoring incoming information, ignoring it. Just imagine, when your prospects are in this mode, what will happen? Can you submit sales information when prospects are in this mode? I'm sure not. So, our job as sellers is to calm the reptilian brain.

**Limbic System**
The limbic system is the typical brain of mammals. All animals that give birth and breastfeed have this kind of brain. The limbic system is related to information processing, memory, and emotions. In this limbic system, there are three important components: the thalamus, the amygdala, and the hippocampus. Thalamus is a kind of system of receiving information from the senses (especially the eyes and ears). It should ‘the information received by the thalamus is channeled to the neocortex so that information can be processed rationally by our brain. However, the amygdala often does piracy. When the information received by the eye and ear is considered ‘threatening', the amygdala immediately reacts and hijacks information that should be distributed to the neocortex (amygdala hijack). The effect, we act irrationally. Not surprisingly, someone can be deceived because of their greed, because their behavior is hijacked by the amygdala. Not surprisingly, someone can buy things that are not needed just because of the desire for a moment. From this we can conclude, emotions play...
a very important role in the formation of behavior. This includes sales at the time of sale. So, when selling something touch their emotions, make them feel comfortable with us. Make them like our story. This will make it easier for them to buy from us.

**Neocortex**

The neocortex is the most modern brain functioning in developing creative, logical, and linguistic abilities. This brain makes humans have a culture and diversity of languages. The brain is what makes humans able to learn and create. At the front of the neocortex, there is a section called Pre Frontal Cortex (PFC) whose function is closely related to decision making, willpower, and the ability to distinguish good and bad. PFC is a kind of CEO of the brain. This is what distinguishes humans from animals. The neocortex gives humans the ability to choose freedom. The neocortex enables us to imagine the future and choose the most appropriate decision to make it happen. How is the application in sales? Invite them to imagine the future they want, and how your product can help them make it happen. So, we can conclude simply, so that our sales information is more easily accepted by them: make them feel safe, make them like us (and our products) and then show how our products help realize the future they want. Neuroscience learning becomes mainstream in developing characters (Erniati, 2015). The relationship between learning and neuroscience is ideal and successful (Pincham et al., 2014; Rato et al., 2011)

**Conclusion**

The contribution of hypnoteaching in learning strongly supports the character of the golden generation, student psychology is trained through hypnotic therapy in the subconscious. Motivation, self-regulation, sympathetic, empathy, and suggestions of students who influence learning outcomes. Disorder in learning is easily overcome when the subconscious is working on their respective functions. Neuroscience is able to explain with brain system therapy working on the neocortex that helps in growing the learning skills needed in the modern age.
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